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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROCESSING STREAMING MEDIA CONTENT

(57) The present invention provides a method and a
device for processing streaming media content. The
method includes: receiving, by an HTTP Streaming Serv-
er, an authentication request sent by a third party device,
performing authentication on the third party device ac-
cording to the authentication request, and if the authen-
tication is successful, sending an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device, so as to trigger the third party de-
vice to send a first identifier and content that needs to be
processed by the third party device and corresponds to
the first identifier, where the first identifier is an identifier
of an MPD; receiving, by the HTTP Streaming Server,
the first identifier and the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier, and processing the MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device; and performing
security processing on the processed MPD, and sending
the MPD that has undergone the security processing to
a client, so that the client obtains and plays streaming
media content corresponding to the MPD that has un-
dergone the security processing.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201110165862.6, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on June 20, 2011 and entitled "METH-
OD AND DEVICE FOR PROCESSING STREAMING
MEDIA CONTENT", which is incorporated herein by ref-
erence in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
streaming media technologies, and in particular, to a
method and a device for processing streaming media
content.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Streaming media refer to media that release
multi-streaming media content of audios and videos by
means of data streams in the Internet. A streaming media
technology refers to a technology for releasing multi-me-
dia data streams in an IP network. The technology mainly
adopts a streaming transmission mode to compress and
encode an entire multi-media file into multiple com-
pressed packages and transfer the compressed packag-
es to a client sequentially in real time, so that a user can
decompress and play the compressed packages that
have been transferred before, while downloading subse-
quent compressed packages, thereby saving time.
[0004] A hyper text transfer protocol (Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol; HTTP for short) streaming (Stream-
ing) server (Server) mainly adopts a plaintext to transfer
a media presentation description (Media Presentation
Description; MPD for short), which greatly risks the se-
curity, integrity and user privacy of the MPD. However,
if the MPD is transferred in an encryption manner, some
valid third party devices cannot perform valid operations
on the MPD, thereby preventing the HTTP Streaming
Server from using the MPD effectively.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method and a device for processing streaming media
content, so as to ensure the integrity, security and high
privacy of an MPD.
[0006] In one aspect, a method for processing stream-
ing media content is provided, including:

receiving, by an HTTP Streaming Server, an authen-
tication request sent by a third party device, perform-
ing authentication on the third party device according
to the authentication request, and if the authentica-
tion is successful, sending an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is success-

ful to the third party device, so as to trigger the third
party device to send a first identifier and content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and
corresponds to the first identifier, where the first iden-
tifier is an identifier of an MPD;
receiving, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the first
identifier and the content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the first
identifier, and processing the MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device; and
performing, by the HTTP Streaming Server, security
processing on the processed MPD, and sending the
MPD that has undergone the security processing to
a client, so that the client obtains and plays streaming
media content corresponding to the MPD that has
undergone the security processing.

[0007] In one aspect, another method for processing
media content is provided, including:

obtaining, by a third party device, a request message
of an MPD that is sent by a client, where the request
message of the MPD includes a first identifier and
the first identifier is an identifier of the MPD;
sending, by the third party device, an authentication
request to an HTTP Streaming Server according to
the request message of the MPD, and receiving an
authentication response returned by the HTTP
Streaming Server; and
sending, by the third party device, if the received
authentication response is a response indicating that
the authentication is successful, the first identifier
and content that needs to be processed by the third
party device and corresponds to the first identifier to
the HTTP Streaming Server, so that the HTTP
Streaming Server processes the MPD correspond-
ing to the first identifier according to the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device, per-
forms security processing on the processed MPD,
and sends the MPD that has undergone the security
processing to the client.

[0008] In one aspect, another method for processing
streaming media content is provided, including:

obtaining, by a third party device, a request message
of an MPD that is sent by a client, and sending an
authentication request to an HTTP Streaming Server
according to the request message of the MPD; and
receiving, by the third party device, a first key that is
sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the authen-
tication is successful, processing the obtained en-
crypted MPD according to the first key and content
that needs to be processed by the third party device,
and sending the processed MPD to the client, so that
the client obtains and plays streaming media content
corresponding to the processed MPD, where the
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content that needs to be processed by the third party
device is content preset and used for processing the
MPD.

[0009] In one aspect, another method for processing
streaming media content is further provided, including:

receiving, by an HTTP Streaming Server, an authen-
tication request sent by a third party device, and per-
forming authentication on the third party device; and
sending, by the HTTP Streaming Server, a first key
to the third party device after the authentication is
successful, so that the third party device processes
an obtained encrypted media presentation descrip-
tion according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and sends
the processed media presentation description to the
client.

[0010] In one aspect, an HTTP Streaming Server is
provided, including:

a first transceiver module, adapted to receive an au-
thentication request sent by a third party device;
a first authentication module, adapted to perform au-
thentication on the third party device according to
the authentication request received by the first trans-
ceiver module, where
the first transceiver module is adapted to: when the
authentication of the first authentication module is
successful, send an authentication response indicat-
ing that the authentication is successful to the third
party device, and receive a first identifier and content
that needs to be processed by the third party device
and corresponds to the first identifier, where the first
identifier is an identifier of an MPD; and
a first processing module, adapted to process the
MPD corresponding to the first identifier according
to the first identifier and the content that needs to be
processed by the third party and corresponding to
the first identifier, the first identifier and the content
being received by the first transceiver module, where
the first transceiver module is adapted to perform
security processing on the MPD processed by the
first processing module, and send the MPD that has
undergone the security processing to a client.

[0011] In one aspect, a third party device is provided,
including:

a saving module, adapted to save content that needs
to be processed by the third party device; and
a second transceiver module, adapted to obtain a
request message of an MPD that is sent by a client,
where the request message of the MPD includes a
first identifier and the first identifier is an identifier of
the MPD; send an authentication request to an HTTP
Streaming Server according to the request message

of the MPD, and receive an authentication response
returned by the HTTP Streaming Server; and if the
received authentication response is a response in-
dicating that the authentication is successful, send
the first identifier and the content that needs to be
processed by the third party device, saved by the
saving module, and corresponding to the first iden-
tifier to the HTTP Streaming Server, so that the HTTP
Streaming Server processes the MPD correspond-
ing to the first identifier according to the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device, per-
forms security processing on the processed MPD,
and sends the MPD that has undergone the security
processing to the client.

[0012] In one aspect, another third party device is pro-
vided, including:

a third transceiver module, adapted to obtain a re-
quest message of an MPD that is sent by a client,
send an authentication request to an HTTP Stream-
ing Server according to the request message of the
MPD, and receive a first key that is sent by the HTTP
Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful; and
a second processing module, adapted to process an
obtained encrypted MPD according to content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and
the first key received by the third transceiver module
and send the processed MPD to the client, so that
the client obtains and plays streaming media content
corresponding to the processed MPD, where the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device is content preset and used for processing the
media presentation.

[0013] In one aspect, another HTTP Streaming Server
is provided, including:

a fourth transceiver module, adapted to receive an
authentication request sent by a third party device;
and
a second authentication module, adapted to perform
authentication on the third party device, where
the fourth transceiver module is further adapted to
send a first key to the third party device after the
authentication of the second authentication module
is successful, so that the third party device processes
an obtained encrypted media presentation descrip-
tion according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and sends
the processed media presentation description to a
client.

[0014] According to the method and the device for
processing streaming media content according to the
embodiments of the present invention, an HTTP Stream-
ing Server receives an authentication request sent by a
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third party device, performs authentication on the third
party device according to the authentication request, and
if the authentication is successful, sends an authentica-
tion response indicating that the authentication is suc-
cessful to the third party device, so as to trigger the third
party device to send a first identifier and content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and cor-
responds to the first identifier; processes an MPD corre-
sponding to the first identifier according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party device;
performs security processing on the processed MPD;
and finally sends the MPD that has undergone the secu-
rity processing to a client, so that the client obtains and
plays streaming media content corresponding to the
MPD that has undergone the security processing, there-
by ensuring the integrity, security and high privacy of the
MPD.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0015] To illustrate the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly introduces the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in
the art may still derive other drawings from these accom-
panying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic architecture diagram of an HT-
TP Streaming system in the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method
for processing streaming media content according
to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a
method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of system
networking for processing streaming media content
in a system for processing streaming media content;
FIG. 5 is a signaling flowchart of another embodi-
ment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a signaling flowchart of another embodi-
ment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a
method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a
method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a signaling flowchart of another embodi-
ment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a signaling flowchart of another embodi-
ment of a method for processing streaming media

content according to the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a signaling flowchart of another embodi-
ment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of an em-
bodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server according
to the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of another
embodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server accord-
ing to the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of an em-
bodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention;
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of another
embodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention;
FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of another
embodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention;
FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of another
embodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention;
FIG. 18 is a schematic structural diagram of another
embodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention; and
FIG. 19 is a schematic structural diagram of an em-
bodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server according
to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0016] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and
advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
more comprehensible, the following clearly and com-
pletely describes the technical solutions in the embodi-
ments of the present invention with reference to the ac-
companying drawings in the embodiments of the present
invention. Apparently, the described embodiments are
merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the
present invention. All other embodiments obtained by a
person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodi-
ments of the present invention without creative efforts
shall fall within the protection scope of the present inven-
tion.
[0017] A conventional streaming media transmission
technology is mainly used for transmitting real-time
streaming media, such as audio streams, video streams
and subtitle streams, by using a real-time transport pro-
tocol (Real-time Transport Protocol; RTP for short) or an
RTP control protocol (RTP Control Protocol; RTCP for
short), and may perform streaming control operations,
such as play, pause, fast forward, rewind and stop, on
the streaming media by using a real time streaming pro-
tocol (Real Time Streaming Protocol; RTSP for short).
HTTP Streaming is different from conventional streaming
media transmission, and a multi-code rate is mainly add-
ed for a terminal to select according to an actual condi-
tion. A piece of streaming media content is divided into
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fragments with different code rates at a media server
side. According to a request of a terminal device, the
media server transmits multi-streaming media content of
the fragments with different code rates to the terminal
device to play. Specifically, FIG. 1 is a schematic archi-
tecture diagram of an HTTP Streaming system in the
prior art. As shown in FIG. 1, the HTTP Streaming system
mainly includes: a content preparation (Content Prepa-
ration) device 11, an HTTP Streaming server (Server) 12
and an HTTP Streaming client (Client) 13. The working
principle of the HTTP Streaming system mainly is that:
a content source (Content Source) inputs streaming me-
dia content into the Content Preparation device 11, and
the Content Preparation device 11 fragments the stream-
ing media content, encapsulates obtained fragment con-
tent into a format conforming to requirements, generates
a media presentation description MPD corresponding to
the fragment content, and releases the fragment content
and the MPD into the HTTP Streaming Server 12. When
the HTTP Streaming Client 13 requests for an MPD, the
HTTP Streaming Client 13 sends a request to obtain the
MPD from the HTTP Streaming Server 12, generates
fragment request information according to the MPD, and
sends the fragment request information to the HTTP
Streaming Server 12, so that the HTTP Streaming Server
12 delivers fragment content corresponding to the MPD
according to the fragment request information, and finally
the HTTP Streaming Client 13 plays the fragment con-
tent. In addition, the third party device (for example, an
operator) may also intercept the MPD, perform opera-
tions on the intercepted MPD (for example, inserting an
advertisement or modifying the original advertisement),
and send the modified MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client
13 for the HTTP Streaming Client 13 to play.
[0018] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a
method for processing streaming media content accord-
ing to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the meth-
od of this embodiment includes:
[0019] Step 101: An HTTP Streaming Server receives
an authentication request sent by a third party device,
performs authentication on the third party device accord-
ing to the authentication request, and if the authentication
is successful, sends an authentication response indicat-
ing that the authentication is successful to the third party
device, so as to trigger the third party device to send a
first identifier and content that needs to be processed by
the third party and corresponds to the first identifier,
where the first identifier is an identifier of an MPD.
[0020] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Client
obtains a uniform/universal resource locator (Uni-
form/Universal Resource Locator; URL for short) of the
MPD in an out-of-band manner, sends a request mes-
sage of the MPD to the HTTP Streaming Server accord-
ing to the URL of the MPD, and when an intermediate
node (Middle Box) of the third party device intercepts the
request message of the MPD, sends the authentication
request to the HTTP Streaming Server. If the authenti-
cation is successful, the HTTP Streaming Server sends

the authentication response indicating that the authenti-
cation is successful to the third party device, so as to
trigger the third party device to send the first identifier
and the content that needs to be processed by the third
party and corresponds to the first identifier, where the
first identifier is an identifier of the MPD, and may spe-
cifically be a serial number of the MPD or a sequence
number of a video. The third party device may be a radio
controller (Radio Network Controller; RNC for short) of a
base station, an evolved base station (evolved Node B;
eNB for short) or a core network node.
[0021] Step 102: The HTTP Streaming Server receives
the first identifier and the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier, and processes an MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device.
[0022] In this embodiment, when the authentication of
the HTTP Streaming Server on the third party device ac-
cording to the authentication request is successful, that
is, when the third party device is valid, the HTTP Stream-
ing Server may send the authentication response indi-
cating that the authentication is successful to the third
party device; after receiving the authentication response
indicating that the authentication is successful, the third
party device sends the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and cor-
responds to the first identifier to the HTTP Streaming
Server; and the HTTP Streaming Server processes the
MPD corresponding to the first identifier according to the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device, where the content to be processed may be ad-
vertisement information that needs to be modified, delet-
ed and/or added.
[0023] Step 103: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms security processing on the processed MPD, and
sends the MPD that has undergone the security process-
ing to a client, so that the client obtains and plays stream-
ing media content corresponding to the MPD that has
undergone the security processing.
[0024] Specifically, the client may specifically be an
HTTP Streaming Client.
[0025] In this embodiment, after processing the MPD,
the HTTP Streaming Server performs security process-
ing on the processed MPD, for example, encrypting the
processed MPD by using a key, and sending the encrypt-
ed MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client, so that the HTTP
Streaming Client obtains, from the HTTP Streaming
Server, and plays streaming media content correspond-
ing to the encrypted MPD.
[0026] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device
according to the authentication request, and if the au-
thentication is successful, sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device, so as to trigger the third party de-
vice to send a first identifier and content that needs to be
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processed by the third party device and corresponds to
the first identifier; processes an MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device; performs security
processing on the processed MPD; and finally sends the
MPD that has undergone the security processing to a
client, so that the client obtains and plays streaming me-
dia content corresponding to the MPD that has under-
gone the security processing, thereby ensuring the in-
tegrity, security and high privacy of the MPD.
[0027] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 2, a specific implementation manner for the HTTP
Streaming Server to receive an authentication request
sent by a third party device, perform authentication on
the third party device according to the authentication re-
quest, and if the authentication is successful, send an
authentication response indicating that the authentica-
tion is successful to the third party device in step 101 is:

receiving, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the au-
thentication request sent by the third party device,
performing authentication on the third party device
according to the authentication request, and if the
authentication is successful, establishing a security
tunnel with the third party device, and sending the
authentication response indicating that the authen-
tication is successful to the third party device through
the security tunnel.

[0028] A specific implementation manner for the HTTP
Streaming Server to receive the first identifier and the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier in step 102 is:

receiving, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the first
identifier and the content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the first
identifier, where the first identifier and the content
are sent by the third party device through the security
tunnel.

[0029] In addition, a specific implementation manner
for the HTTP Streaming Server to perform security
processing on the processed MPD, and send the MPD
that has undergone the security processing to a client in
step 103 is:

encrypting, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the proc-
essed MPD according to a pre-configured key, and
sending the encrypted MPD to the client.

[0030] Alternatively, another specific implementation
manner for the HTTP Streaming Server to perform se-
curity processing on the processed MPD, and send the
MPD that has undergone the security processing to a
client in step 103 is:

sending, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the proc-
essed MPD to the client through an Internet protocol
security (Internet Protocol Security; IPsec for short)
tunnel established between the HTTP Streaming
Server and the client.

[0031] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of another embodiment of
a method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the
method of this embodiment includes:
[0032] Step 201: A third party device obtains a request
message of an MPD that is sent by a client, where the
request message of the MPD includes a first identifier
and the first identifier is an identifier of the MPD.
[0033] Step 202: The third party device sends an au-
thentication request to an HTTP Streaming Server ac-
cording to the request message of the MPD, and receives
an authentication response returned by the HTTP
Streaming Server.
[0034] Step 203: If the received authentication re-
sponse is an authentication response indicating that the
authentication is successful, the third party device sends
a first identifier and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the first iden-
tifier to the HTTP Streaming Server, so that the HTTP
Streaming Server processes the MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device, performs security
processing on the processed MPD, and sends the MPD
that has undergone the security processing to the client.
[0035] Specifically, the HTTP Streaming Server may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 2, and the implementation principle is sim-
ilar, which will not be described herein again.
[0036] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by a client,
where the request message of the MPD includes a first
identifier and the first identifier is an identifier of the MPD,
sends an authentication request to an HTTP Streaming
Server according to the request message of the MPD,
receives an authentication response returned by the HT-
TP Streaming Server, and if the authentication response
received by the third party device is an authentication
response indicating that the authentication is successful,
sends the first identifier and content that needs to be
processed by the third party device and corresponds to
the first identifier to the HTTP Streaming Server, so that
the HTTP Streaming Server processes the MPD corre-
sponding to the first identifier according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party device,
performs security processing on the processed MPD,
and sends the MPD that has undergone the security
processing to a client, thereby ensuring the security and
integrity of the MPD.
[0037] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 3, a specific implementation manner of step 202 is:
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sending, by the third party device, the authentication
request to the HTTP Streaming Server according to
the request message of the MPD; and
if the authentication on the third party device is suc-
cessful, establishing, by the third party device, a se-
curity tunnel with the HTTP Streaming Server, and
receiving the authentication response indicating that
the authentication is successful through the security
tunnel.

[0038] A specific implementation manner for the third
party device, if the received authentication response is
an authentication response indicating that the authenti-
cation is successful, to send a first identifier and content
that needs to be processed by the third party device and
corresponds to the first identifier to the HTTP Streaming
Server in step 203 may be:

receiving, by the third party device, the authentica-
tion response indicating that the authentication is
successful through the security tunnel, and sending,
by the third party device, the first identifier and the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier to the
HTTP Streaming Server through the security tunnel.

[0039] The implementation environment of each em-
bodiment of the present invention may specifically be in
a system for processing streaming media content. FIG.
4 is a schematic structural diagram of system networking
for processing streaming media content in a system for
processing streaming media content. As shown in FIG.
4, the system for processing streaming media content
mainly includes: an HTTP Streaming Server 21, an HTTP
Streaming Client 22 and a third party device 23.
[0040] FIG. 5 is a signaling flowchart of another em-
bodiment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 5, in this embodiment, on the basis of the embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 4, a system for processing streaming
media content may be based on a shared key mecha-
nism, that is, a shared key may be pre-configured be-
tween the HTTP Streaming Server and the HTTP
Streaming Client or a shared key may be generated in a
certain manner. For example, if a shared key is negoti-
ated and generated in an authentication manner, and the
authentication manner may include a secure sockets lay-
er (Secure Sockets Layer; SSL for short) or transport
layer security (Transport Layer Security; TLS for short),
the method of this embodiment includes:
[0041] Step 301: A third party device intercepts a re-
quest message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, and sends an authentication request
to an HTTP Streaming Server.
[0042] Step 302: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms authentication on the third party device according
to the received authentication request, and if the authen-
tication is successful, establishes a security tunnel with

the third party device, and sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device through the security tunnel, so as
to trigger the third party device to send a first identifier
and content that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier through the
security tunnel.
[0043] Step 303: The HTTP Streaming Server receives
the first identifier and the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier, where the first identifier and the content
are sent by the third party device through the security
tunnel, and processes an MPD corresponding to the first
identifier according to the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device.
[0044] In this embodiment, the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device may include con-
tent required to be modified, added and/or deleted by the
third party device, and the content may be advertisement
information.
[0045] Step 304: The HTTP Streaming Server en-
crypts the processed MPD according to a pre-configured
key (for example, a shared key), and sends the encrypted
MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client.
[0046] Step 305: The HTTP Streaming Client obtains
and plays streaming media content corresponding to the
encrypted MPD.
[0047] Specifically, in this embodiment, when receiv-
ing the encrypted MPD, the HTTP Streaming Client may
decrypt the encrypted MPD according to the shared key,
and obtain, from the HTTP Streaming Server, and play
the streaming media content corresponding to the de-
crypted MPD according to the obtained decrypted MPD.
[0048] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
performs authentication on a third party device according
to a received authentication request sent by the third par-
ty device, and if the authentication is successful, estab-
lishes a security tunnel with the third party device, and
sends an authentication response indicating that the au-
thentication is successful to the third party device through
the security tunnel, so as to trigger the third party device
to send a first identifier and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party and corresponds to the first iden-
tifier through the security tunnel; the HTTP Streaming
Server receives the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and cor-
responds to the first identifier, where the first identifier
and the content are sent by the third party device, proc-
esses an MPD corresponding to the first identifier ac-
cording to the content that needs to be processed by the
third party device, encrypts the processed MPD accord-
ing to a shared key pre-configured by the HTTP Stream-
ing Server and an HTTP Streaming Client or generated
in a certain manner, and finally sends the encrypted MPD
to the HTTP Streaming Client, so that the HTTP Stream-
ing Client decrypts the encrypted MPD, and obtains and
plays streaming media content corresponding to the de-
crypted MPD. A session key is not leaked, and the HTTP
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Streaming Server processes the MPD according to the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device. Therefore, the MPD may not be interpreted by a
third party device except the HTTP Streaming Server and
the HTTP Streaming Client, thereby ensuring the secu-
rity, integrity and high privacy of the MPD, and preventing
the MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party
device.
[0049] Furthermore, an HTTP Streaming system of the
present invention may further be based on a digital rights
encryption protection technology (Digital Rights Manage-
ment; DRM for short) mechanism, and applied in a sce-
nario of a charging service. The implementation principle
of the HTTP Streaming system is similar to the imple-
mentation principle of the method embodiment shown in
FIG. 5, and the difference lies in that the key may be a
symmetric key or an asymmetric key.
[0050] FIG. 6 is a signaling flowchart of another em-
bodiment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 6, on the basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 4,
the method of this embodiment includes:
[0051] Step 401: A third party device intercepts a re-
quest message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, and sends an authentication request
to an HTTP Streaming Server.
[0052] Step 402: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms authentication on the third party device according
to the received authentication request, and if the authen-
tication is successful, establishes a security tunnel with
the third party device, and sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device through the security tunnel, so as
to trigger the third party device to send a first identifier
and content that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier through the
security tunnel.
[0053] Step 403: The HTTP Streaming Server receives
the first identifier and the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier, where the first identifier and the content
are sent by the third party device through the security
tunnel, and processes an MPD corresponding to the first
identifier according to the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device.
[0054] In this embodiment, the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device may include con-
tent required to be modified, added and/or deleted by the
third party device, and the content may be advertisement
information.
[0055] Step 404: The HTTP Streaming Server sends
the processed MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client
through an IPsec tunnel established between the HTTP
Streaming Server and the HTTP Streaming Client.
[0056] Step 405: The HTTP Streaming Client obtains
and plays streaming media content corresponding to the
MPD that has undergone the security processing.
[0057] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server

performs authentication on a third party device according
to a received authentication request sent by the third par-
ty device, and if the authentication is successful, estab-
lishes a security tunnel with the third party device, and
sends an authentication response indicating that the au-
thentication is successful to the third party device through
the security tunnel, so as to trigger the third party device
to send a first identifier and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party and corresponds to the first iden-
tifier through the security tunnel; the HTTP Streaming
Server receives the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device and cor-
responds to the first identifier, processes an MPD corre-
sponding to the first identifier according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party device, and
sends the processed MPD to an HTTP Streaming Client
through an IPsec tunnel pre-established between the HT-
TP Streaming Server and the HTTP Streaming Client,
so that the HTTP Streaming Client decrypts the proc-
essed MPD, and obtains and plays streaming media con-
tent corresponding to the processed MPD. The IPsec
tunnel can effectively prevent interception and modifica-
tion of the third party device on the MPD. Therefore, the
MPD is prevented from being interpreted by a third party
device except the HTTP Streaming Server and the HTTP
Streaming Client, thereby ensuring the security, integrity
and high privacy of the MPD, and preventing the MPD
from being interpreted by an invalid third party device.
[0058] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of another embodiment of
a method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the
method of this embodiment includes:
[0059] Step 501: A third party device obtains a request
message of an MPD that is sent by a client, and sends
an authentication request to an HTTP Streaming Server
according to the request message of the MPD.
[0060] In this embodiment, the client may specifically
be an HTTP Streaming Client.
[0061] Step 502: The third party device receives a first
key that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the
authentication is successful, processes an obtained en-
crypted MPD according to the first key and content that
needs to be processed by the third party device, and
sends the processed MPD to the client, so that the client
obtains and plays streaming media content correspond-
ing to the processed MPD, where the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device is content preset
and used for processing the MPD.
[0062] In this embodiment, the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device may include con-
tent required to be modified, added and/or deleted by the
third party device, and the content may be advertisement
information.
[0063] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by a client,
sends an authentication request to an HTTP Streaming
Server according to the request message of the MPD,
receives a first key that is sent by the HTTP Streaming
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Server after the authentication is successful, processes
an obtained encrypted MPD according to the first key
and content that needs to be processed by the third party,
and sends the processed MPD to the client, so that the
client obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, preventing the MPD
from being interpreted by an invalid third party device,
and further enabling a valid third party device to perform
valid operations on the MPD.
[0064] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 7, a specific implementation manner for the third
party device to receive a first key that is sent by the HTTP
Streaming Server after the authentication is successful,
process an obtained encrypted MPD according to the
first key and content that needs to be processed by the
third party device, and send the processed MPD to the
client in step 502 is:

receiving, by the third party device, the first key that
is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the au-
thentication is successful, processing the obtained
encrypted MPD according to the first key and the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
device, and sending the processed MPD to the client,
so that the client obtains and plays streaming media
content corresponding to the processed media pres-
entation description, where the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device is content
preset and used for processing the MPD.

[0065] Alternatively, another specific implementation
manner for the third party device to receive a first key
that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the au-
thentication is successful, process an obtained encrypt-
ed MPD according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and send the
processed MPD to the client in step 502 is:

receiving, by the third party device, the first key that
is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the au-
thentication is successful, decrypting the obtained
encrypted MPD according to the first key, and
processing the decrypted MPD according to the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party
device; and
encrypting, by the third party device, the processed
MPD according to the first key and sending the en-
crypted MPD to the client.

[0066] Alternatively, another specific implementation
manner for the third party device to receive a first key
that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the au-
thentication is successful, process an obtained encrypt-
ed MPD according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and send the
processed MPD to the client in step 502 is:

adding, by the third party device, content that needs
to be added by the third party device to the end of
the MPD, where the MPD is an obtained encrypted
MPD, the encrypted MPD is encrypted and obtained
by the HTTP Streaming Server according to a sec-
ond key, and the first key is derived from the second
key; and
encrypting, by the third party device, the added MPD
according to the received first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is
successful, and sending the encrypted MPD to the
client.

[0067] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 7, the method may further include:

pre-configuring, by the third party device, a third key
shared with the client.

[0068] Another specific implementation manner for the
third party device to receive a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, process an obtained encrypted MPD according
to the first key and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device, and send the processed MPD
to the client in step 502 is:

receiving, by the third party device, the first key that
is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the au-
thentication is successful, decrypting the obtained
encrypted MPD according to the first key, and
processing the decrypted MPD according to the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party
device; and

[0069] The third party device encrypts the processed
MPD according to the third key and sends the encrypted
MPD to the client.
[0070] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of another embodiment of
a method for processing streaming media content ac-
cording to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the
method of this embodiment includes:
[0071] Step 601: An HTTP Streaming Server receives
an authentication request sent by a third party device,
and performs authentication on the third party device.
[0072] Step 602: The HTTP Streaming Server sends
a first key to the third party device after the authentication
is successful, so that the third party device processes an
obtained encrypted media presentation description ac-
cording to the first key and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device, and sends the processed
media presentation description to a client.
[0073] In this embodiment, the third party device may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 7, and the implementation principle is sim-
ilar, which will not be described herein again.
[0074] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
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receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device,
and sends a first key to the third party device after the
authentication is successful, so that the third party device
processes an obtained encrypted media presentation de-
scription according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and sends the
processed media presentation description to the client,
thereby ensuring the security and integrity of the MPD,
preventing the MPD from being interpreted by an invalid
third party device, and further enabling a valid third party
device to perform valid operations on the MPD.
[0075] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, the method may further include:

encrypting, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the MPD
according to the first key, and sending the encrypted
MPD to the third party device; or
encrypting, by the HTTP Streaming Server, the MPD
according to a second key, and sending the encrypt-
ed MPD to the third party device, where the first key
is derived from the second key.

[0076] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, after step 601 and before step 602,
the method further includes: establishing, by the HTTP
Streaming Server, a security tunnel with the third party
device, so that a specific implementation manner of send-
ing a first key to the third party device in step 602 is:

sending an authentication response to the third party
device through the security tunnel, where the au-
thentication response carries the first key.

[0077] Alternatively, another specific implementation
manner of sending a first key to the third party device in
step 602 is:

sending the first key to the third party device through
the security tunnel.

[0078] FIG. 9 is a signaling flowchart of another em-
bodiment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 9, in this embodiment, on the basis of the embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 4, a system for processing streaming
media content may be based on a shared key mecha-
nism, that is, a shared key may be pre-configured be-
tween the HTTP Streaming Server and the HTTP
Streaming Client, or a shared key may be generated in
a certain manner. For example, if a shared key is nego-
tiated and generated in an authentication manner, and
the authentication manner may include an SSL or a TLS,
the method of this embodiment includes:
[0079] Step 701: A third party device obtains a request
message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP Streaming
Client, and sends an authentication request to an HTTP
Streaming Server according to the request message of

the MPD.
[0080] Step 702: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms authentication on the third party device according
to the authentication request, and sends a first key to the
third party device after the authentication is successful.
[0081] It should be noted that, the first key is a shared
key. In addition, when the authentication is not success-
ful, the HTTP Streaming Server may reject the authenti-
cation request of the third party device.
[0082] Step 703: The third party device decrypts an
obtained encrypted MPD according to the first key, and
processes the decrypted MPD according to content that
needs to be processed by the third party device.
[0083] In this embodiment, the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device may include con-
tent required to be modified, added and/or deleted by the
third party device, and the content may be advertisement
information.
[0084] Step 704: The third party device encrypts the
processed MPD according to the first key and sends the
encrypted MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client.
[0085] Step 705: The HTTP Streaming Client obtains
and plays streaming media content corresponding to the
processed MPD.
[0086] Specifically, in this embodiment, after receiving
the encrypted MPD sent by the third party device, the
HTTP Streaming Client decrypts the encrypted MPD ac-
cording to the first key (for example, a shared key), ob-
tains the decrypted MPD, and finally obtains and plays
streaming media content corresponding to the MPD.
[0087] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processes an obtained encrypted MPD accord-
ing to the first key, and sends the processed MPD to the
HTTP Streaming Client, so that the HTTP Streaming Cli-
ent obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, and preventing the
MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party de-
vice, that is, enabling a valid third party device to perform
operations on the encrypted MPD.
[0088] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, an HTTP Streaming system may fur-
ther be based on a DRM mechanism, and therefore may
be used in a scenario of a charging service. The imple-
mentation principle of the HTTP Streaming system is sim-
ilar to the implementation principle of the method in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 9, and the difference lies in
that the first key in this embodiment is a symmetric key
or an asymmetric key.
[0089] FIG. 10 is a signaling flowchart of another em-
bodiment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 10, on the basis of the embodiment shown in FIG.
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4, the method of this embodiment includes:
[0090] Step 801: A third party device obtains a request
message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP Streaming
Client, and sends an authentication request to an HTTP
Streaming Server according to the request message of
the MPD.
[0091] Step 802: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms authentication on the third party device according
to the authentication request, and sends a first key to the
third party device after the authentication is successful.
[0092] It should be noted that, the first key in this em-
bodiment is derived from a second key shared with the
HTTP Streaming Server and the HTTP Streaming Client.
In addition, when the authentication is not successful,
the HTTP Streaming Server may reject the authentication
request of the third party device.
[0093] Step 803: The third party device adds content
that needs to be added by the third party device to the
end of the MPD, where the MPD is an obtained encrypted
MPD, encrypts the processed MPD according to the first
key, and sends the encrypted MPD to the HTTP Stream-
ing Client.
[0094] The encrypted MPD is encrypted and obtained
by the HTTP Streaming Server according to the second
key, and the first key is derived from the second key.
[0095] Specifically, in this embodiment, the HTTP
Streaming Server and the HTTP Streaming Client share
two keys, namely, the first key and the second key, where
the first key is derived from the second key. The HTTP
Streaming Server encrypts and sends the MPD accord-
ing to the second key and the request message of the
MPD that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Client. After
intercepting the encrypted MPD, the third party device
adds content that needs to be added by the third party
device to the end of the encrypted MPD, encrypts the
processed MPD according to the received first key that
is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the authen-
tication is successful, and finally sends the encrypted
MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client. The third party de-
vice obtains the first key, so that the third party device
cannot decrypt the intercepted MPD encrypted by the
HTTP Streaming Server, thereby effectively ensuring the
high privacy of the MPD.
[0096] Step 804: The HTTP Streaming Client obtains
and plays streaming media content corresponding to the
processed MPD.
[0097] It should be further noted that, in this embodi-
ment, the HTTP Streaming Client may derive the first key
according to the second key to verify validity of a signa-
ture of the third party device. Then, the first key and the
second key are used to decrypt the encrypted MPD sent
by the third party device, and obtain and play the stream-
ing media content corresponding to the decrypted MPD.
[0098] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the

HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, adds content that needs to be added by the third
party device to the end of the obtained MPD, where the
MPD is an encrypted MPD, encrypts the processed MPD
according to the first key, and sends the encrypted MPD
to the HTTP Streaming Client, so that the HTTP Stream-
ing Client obtains and plays streaming media content cor-
responding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, and preventing the
MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party de-
vice, that is, enabling a valid third party device to perform
operations on the encrypted MPD. In addition, the third
party device obtains the first key, so that the third party
device cannot decrypt an intercepted MPD encrypted by
the HTTP Streaming Server according to the second key,
thereby effectively ensuring the high privacy of the MPD.
[0099] It should be further noted that, the HTTP
Streaming Client may determine whether the MPD is
from the HTTP Streaming Server or the third party device
by verifying signatures (Message Authentication Code)
corresponding to different private keys, so as to enable
the user to identify whether the MPD is modified validly
or invalidly. At the same time, a signature mechanism
based on the shared key is more efficient than a signature
of a public key mechanism in the prior art from the per-
spective of both computation complexity and bandwidth,
and has the lowest additional costs, that is, achieves high
efficiency of the HTTP Streaming Server and the HTTP
Streaming Client.
[0100] FIG. 11 is a signaling flowchart of another em-
bodiment of a method for processing streaming media
content according to the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 11, on the basis of the embodiment shown in FIG.
4, in this embodiment, taking a third party device being
an operator device as an example, the technical solution
of this embodiment is introduced in detail. The method
of this embodiment includes:
[0101] Step 901: A third party device pre-configures a
third key shared with an HTTP Streaming Client.
[0102] Step 902: The third party device obtains a re-
quest message of an MPD that is sent by the HTTP
Streaming Client, and sends an authentication request
to an HTTP Streaming Server according to the request
message of the MPD.
[0103] Step 903: The HTTP Streaming Server per-
forms authentication on the third party device according
to the authentication request, and sends a first key to the
third party device after the authentication is successful.
[0104] It should be noted that, when the authentication
is not successful, the HTTP Streaming Server may reject
the authentication request of the third party device.
[0105] Step 904: The third party device decrypts an
obtained encrypted MPD according to the first key, and
processes the decrypted MPD according to content that
needs to be processed by the third party device.
[0106] Step 905: The third party device encrypts the
processed MPD according to the third key and sends the
encrypted MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client.
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[0107] Step 906: The HTTP Streaming Client decrypts,
according to the third key, the encrypted MPD sent by
the third party device, and obtains and plays streaming
media content corresponding to the encrypted MPD.
[0108] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processes a decrypted MPD according to con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party device,
encrypts the processed MPD according to a third key
pre-configured by the third party device and the HTTP
Streaming Client, and sends the encrypted MPD to the
HTTP Streaming Client, so that the HTTP Streaming Cli-
ent obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, and preventing the
MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party de-
vice, that is, enabling a valid third party device to perform
operations on the encrypted MPD. In addition, the oper-
ator device can view the streaming media content at any
time.
[0109] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of an
embodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 12, the HTTP
Streaming Server of this embodiment includes: a first
transceiver module 31, a first authentication module 32
and a first processing module 33, where the first trans-
ceiver module 31 is adapted to receive an authentication
request sent by a third party device; the first authentica-
tion module 32 is adapted to perform authentication on
the third party device according to the authentication re-
quest received by the first transceiver module 31; the first
transceiver module 31 is adapted to: if the authentication
of the first authentication module 32 is successful, send
an authentication response indicating that the authenti-
cation is successful to the third party device, and receive
a first identifier and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the first iden-
tifier, where the first identifier is an identifier of an MPD;
the first process module 33 is adapted to process the
MPD corresponding to the first identifier according to the
first identifier and the content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the first iden-
tifier, the first identifier and the content being received by
the first transceiver module 31; and the first transceiver
module 31 is adapted to perform security processing on
the MPD processed by the first processing module 33,
and send the MPD that has undergone the security
processing to a client, so that the client obtains and plays
streaming media content corresponding to the MPD that
has undergone the security processing.
[0110] The HTTP Streaming Server of this embodi-
ment may perform the technical solution of the method
embodiment shown in FIG. 2, and the implementation
principle is similar, which will not be described herein

again.
[0111] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device
according to the authentication request, and if the au-
thentication is successful, sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device, receives a first identifier and con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party device
and corresponds to the first identifier, where the first iden-
tifier and the content are sent by the third party device,
processes an MPD corresponding to the first identifier
according to the content that needs to be processed by
the third party device, performs security processing on
the processed MPD, and finally sends the MPD that has
undergone the security processing to a client, so that the
client obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the MPD that has undergone the security
processing, thereby ensuring the integrity, security and
high privacy of the MPD, and preventing the MPD from
being interpreted by an invalid third party device.
[0112] FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other embodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server accord-
ing to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 13, on the
basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 12, the HTTP
Streaming Server further includes a first security tunnel
establishing module 34, adapted to: if the authentication
of the first authentication module 32 is successful, estab-
lish a security tunnel with a third party device. The first
transceiver module 31 is specifically adapted to send a
response indicating that the authentication is successful
to the third party device through the security tunnel es-
tablished by the first security tunnel establishing module
34, so as to trigger the third party device to send a first
identifier and content that needs to be processed by the
third party and corresponds to the first identifier, and re-
ceive the first identifier and the content that needs to be
processed by the third party device and corresponds to
the first identifier through the security tunnel.
[0113] In addition, the first transceiver module 31 is
specifically adapted to encrypt the processed MPD ac-
cording to a pre-configured key, and send the encrypted
MPD to the client.
[0114] The HTTP Streaming Server of this embodi-
ment may perform the technical solution of the method
embodiment shown in FIG. 5, and the implementation
principle is similar, which will not be described herein
again.
[0115] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device
according to the authentication request, and if the au-
thentication is successful, establishes a security tunnel
with the third party device, sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device through the security tunnel, re-
ceives a first identifier and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
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first identifier, where the first identifier and the content
are sent by the third party device through the security
tunnel, processes an MPD corresponding to the first iden-
tifier according to the content that needs to be processed
by the third party device, encrypts the processed MPD
according to a shared key pre-configured by the HTTP
Streaming Server and a client or generated in a certain
manner, and finally sends the encrypted MPD to the cli-
ent, so that the client decrypts the encrypted MPD, and
obtains and plays streaming media content correspond-
ing to the decrypted MPD. A session key is not leaked,
and the HTTP Streaming Server processes the MPD ac-
cording to the content that needs to be processed by the
third party device. Therefore, the MPD is prevented from
being interpreted by a third party device except the HTTP
Streaming Server and the HTTP Streaming Client, there-
by ensuring the security, integrity and high privacy of the
MPD and preventing the MPD from being interpreted by
an invalid third party device.
[0116] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, the first transceiver module 31 is spe-
cifically adapted to send the processed MPD to the client
through an IPsec tunnel established between the HTTP
Streaming Server and the client.
[0117] The HTTP Streaming Server of this embodi-
ment may perform the technical solution of the method
embodiment shown in FIG. 6, and the implementation
principle is similar, which will not be described herein
again.
[0118] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device
according to the authentication request, and if the au-
thentication is successful, establishes a security tunnel
with the third party device, sends an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is successful to
the third party device through the security tunnel, re-
ceives a first identifier and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier, where the first identifier and the content
are sent by the third party device, processes an MPD
corresponding to the first identifier according to the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party device,
and sends the processed MPD to the client through an
IPsec tunnel pre-established between the HTTP Stream-
ing Server and the client, so that the client decrypts the
processed MPD, and obtains and plays streaming media
content corresponding to the processed MPD. The IPsec
tunnel can effectively prevent interception and modifica-
tion of the third party device on the MPD. Therefore, the
MPD is prevented from being interpreted by a third party
device except the HTTP Streaming Server and the client,
thereby ensuring the security, integrity and high privacy
of the MPD and preventing the MPD from being inter-
preted by an invalid third party device.
[0119] FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of an
embodiment of a third party device according to the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 14, the third party

device of this embodiment includes: a saving module 41
and a second transceiver module 42, where the saving
module 41 is adapted to save content that needs to be
processed by the third party device; and the second
transceiver module 42 is adapted to obtain a request
message of an MPD that is sent by a client, where the
request message of the MPD includes a first identifier
and the first identifier is an identifier of the MPD; send an
authentication request to an HTTP Streaming Server ac-
cording to the request message of the MPD, and receive
an authentication response returned by the HTTP
Streaming Server; and if the received authentication re-
sponse is a response indicating that the authentication
is successful, send the first identifier and content that
needs to be processed by the third party device, saved
by the saving module 41, and corresponding to the first
identifier to the HTTP Streaming Server, so that the HTTP
Streaming Server processes an MPD corresponding to
the first identifier according to the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device, performs security
processing on the processed MPD, and sends the MPD
that has undergone the security processing to the client.
[0120] The third party device of this embodiment may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 3, and the implementation principle is sim-
ilar, which will not be described herein again.
[0121] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by a client,
where the request message of the MPD includes a first
identifier and the first identifier is an identifier of the MPD,
sends an authentication request to an HTTP Streaming
Server according to the request message of the MPD,
receives an authentication response returned by the HT-
TP Streaming Server, and if the authentication response
received by the third party device is an authentication
response indicating that the authentication is successful,
sends the first identifier and content that needs to be
processed by the third party device and corresponds to
the first identifier to the HTTP Streaming Server, so that
the HTTP Streaming Server processes the MPD corre-
sponding to the first identifier according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party device,
performs security processing on the processed MPD,
and sends the MPD that has undergone the security
processing to the client, thereby ensuring the security
and integrity of the MPD.
[0122] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 14, the device may further include: a second se-
curity tunnel establishing module, adapted to: if the au-
thentication on the third party device is successful, es-
tablish a security tunnel with the HTTP Streaming Server.
[0123] The second transceiver module 42 is specifical-
ly adapted to receive the authentication response indi-
cating that the authentication is successful through the
security tunnel established by the second security tunnel
establishing module, and send the first identifier and the
content that needs to be processed by the third party
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device and corresponds to the first identifier to the HTTP
Streaming Server through the security tunnel.
[0124] FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other embodiment of a third party device according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 15, the third party
device of this embodiment includes: a third transceiver
module 51 and a second processing module 52, where
the third transceiver module 51 is adapted to obtain a
request message of an MPD that is sent by a client, send
an authentication request to an HTTP Streaming Server
according to the request message of the MPD, and re-
ceive a first key that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server
after the authentication is successful; and the second
process module 52 is adapted to process an obtained
encrypted MPD according to content that needs to be
processed by the third party device and the first key re-
ceived by the third transceiver module 51, and send the
processed MPD to the client, so that the client obtains
and plays streaming media content corresponding to the
processed MPD.
[0125] The third party device of this embodiment may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 7, and the implementation principle is sim-
ilar, which will not be described herein again.
[0126] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD sent by an HTTP Stream-
ing Client, sends an authentication request to an HTTP
Streaming Server according to the request message of
the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the HTTP
Streaming Server after the authentication is successful,
processes an obtained encrypted MPD according to the
first key, and sends the processed MPD to a client, so
that the client obtains and plays streaming media content
corresponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring
the security and integrity of the MPD, preventing the MPD
from being interpreted by an invalid third party device,
and further enabling a valid third party device to perform
valid operations on the MPD.
[0127] FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other embodiment of a third party device according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 16, on the basis
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 15, the second process-
ing module 52 includes: a first processing unit 521 and
a first encryption and sending unit 522, where the first
processing unit 521 is adapted to decrypt the obtained
encrypted MPD according to the first key, and process
the decrypted MPD according to the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device; and the first
encryption and sending unit 522 is adapted to encrypt,
according to the first key, the MPD processed by the first
processing unit 521, and send the encrypted MPD to the
client.
[0128] The third party device of this embodiment may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 9, and the implementation principle is sim-
ilar, which will not be described herein again.
[0129] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP

Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processes an obtained encrypted MPD accord-
ing to the first key, and sends the processed MPD to the
client, so that the client obtains and plays streaming me-
dia content corresponding to the processed MPD, there-
by ensuring the security and integrity of the MPD, and
preventing the MPD from being interpreted by an invalid
third party device, that is, enabling a valid third party de-
vice to perform operations on the encrypted MPD.
[0130] FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other embodiment of a third party device according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 17, on the basis
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 15, the second process-
ing module 52 includes: a second processing unit 523
and a second encryption and sending unit 524, where
the second processing unit 523 is adapted to add content
that needs to be added by the third party device to the
end of the MPD, where the MPD is an obtained encrypted
MPD, the encrypted MPD is encrypted and obtained by
the HTTP Streaming Server according to a second key,
and the first key is derived from the second key; and the
second encryption and sending unit 524 is adapted to
encrypt the added MPD according to the received first
key that is sent by the HTTP Streaming Server after the
authentication is successful, and send the encrypted
MPD to the HTTP Streaming Client.
[0131] The third party device of this embodiment may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 10, and the implementation principle is
similar, which will not be described herein again.
[0132] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, adds content that needs to be added by the third
party device to the end of the obtained encrypted MPD,
encrypts the processed MPD according to the first key,
and sends the encrypted MPD to the client, so that the
client obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, and preventing the
MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party de-
vice, that is, enabling a valid third party device to perform
operations on the encrypted MPD. In addition, the third
party device obtains the first key, so that the third party
device cannot decrypt an intercepted MPD encrypted by
the HTTP Streaming Server according to the second key,
thereby effectively ensuring the high privacy of the MPD.
[0133] It should be further noted that, the HTTP
Streaming Client may determine whether the MPD is
from the HTTP Streaming Server or the third party device
by verifying signatures (Message Authentication Code)
corresponding to different private keys, so as to enable
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the user to identify whether the PMD is modified validly
or invalidly. At the same time, a signature mechanism
based on the shared key is much more efficient than a
signature based on a public key mechanism from the
perspective of both computation complexity and band-
width, and has the lowest additional costs, that is,
achieves high efficiency of the HTTP Streaming Server
and the HTTP Streaming Client.
[0134] FIG. 18 is a schematic structural diagram of an-
other embodiment of a third party device according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 18, on the basis
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 15, the third party de-
vice further includes: a configuration module 53, adapted
to pre-configure a third key shared with the client; the
second processing module 52 includes: a third process-
ing unit 525 and a third encryption and sending unit 526,
where the third processing unit 525 is adapted to decrypt
the obtained encrypted MPD according to the first key,
and process the decrypted MPD according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party device; and
the third encryption and sending unit 526 is adapted to
encrypt the processed MPD according to the third key
and send the encrypted MPD to the client.
[0135] The third party device of this embodiment may
perform the technical solution of the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 11, and the implementation principle is
similar, which will not be described herein again.
[0136] In this embodiment, a third party device obtains
a request message of an MPD that is sent by an HTTP
Streaming Client, sends an authentication request to an
HTTP Streaming Server according to the request mes-
sage of the MPD, receives a first key that is sent by the
HTTP Streaming Server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processes a decrypted MPD according to con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party device,
encrypts the processed MPD according to a third key
pre-configured by the third party device and the client,
and sends the encrypted MPD to the client, so that the
client obtains and plays streaming media content corre-
sponding to the processed MPD, thereby ensuring the
security and integrity of the MPD, and preventing the
MPD from being interpreted by an invalid third party de-
vice, that is, enabling a valid third party device to perform
operations on the encrypted MPD. In addition, the oper-
ator device can view the streaming media content at any
time.
[0137] FIG. 19 is a schematic structural diagram of an
embodiment of an HTTP Streaming Server according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 19, the HTTP
Streaming Server includes: a fourth transceiver module
61 and a second authentication module 62, where the
fourth transceiver module 61 is adapted to receive an
authentication request sent by a third party device; the
second authentication module 62 is adapted to perform
authentication on the third party device; and the fourth
transceiver module 61 is adapted to send a first key to
the third party device after the authentication of the sec-
ond authentication module 62 is successful, so that the

third party device processes an obtained encrypted MPD
according to the first key and content that needs to be
processed by the third party device, and sends the proc-
essed MPD to a client.
[0138] The HTTP Streaming Server of this embodi-
ment may perform the technical solution of the embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 8, and the implementation principle
is similar, which will not be described herein again.
[0139] In this embodiment, an HTTP Streaming Server
receives an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performs authentication on the third party device,
and sends a first key to the third party device after the
authentication is successful, so that the third party device
processes an obtained encrypted media presentation de-
scription according to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and sends the
processed media presentation description to a client,
thereby ensuring the security and integrity of the MPD,
preventing the MPD from being interpreted by an invalid
third party device, and further enabling a valid third party
device to perform valid operations on the MPD.
[0140] Furthermore, in another embodiment of the
present invention, on the basis of the embodiment shown
in FIG. 19, the HTTP Streaming Server further includes:
an encryption module, adapted to encrypt the MPD ac-
cording to the first key; or,
the encryption module, adapted to encrypt the MPD ac-
cording to a second key, where the first key is derived
from the second key.
[0141] In addition, the fourth transceiver module 61 is
further adapted to send the encrypted MPD to the third
party device.
[0142] Furthermore, the HTTP Streaming Server fur-
ther includes a third security tunnel establishing module,
adapted to establish a security tunnel with the third party
device after the authentication is successful; and the
fourth transceiver module 61 is specifically adapted to
send, after the authentication is successful, an authenti-
cation response to the third party device through the se-
curity tunnel established by the third security tunnel es-
tablishing module, where the authentication response
carries the first key; or
the fourth transceiver module 61 is specifically adapted
to: after the authentication is successful, send the first
key to the third party device through the security tunnel
established by the third security tunnel establishing mod-
ule.
[0143] The present invention further provides a system
for processing media content. The system of this embod-
iment includes: an HTTP Streaming Client, a third party
device and an HTTP Streaming Server.
[0144] Specifically, the HTTP Streaming Server may
be the HTTP Streaming Server in the embodiment shown
in FIG. 12 or FIG. 13; and the third party device may be
the third party device in the embodiment shown in FIG.
14.
[0145] Alternatively, the HTTP Streaming Server may
be the HTTP Streaming Server in the embodiment shown
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in FIG. 19; and the third party device may be the third
party device in the embodiments shown in FIG. 15 to
FIG. 18.
[0146] A person of ordinary skill in the art may under-
stand that, all or a part of the steps of the foregoing meth-
od embodiments may be implemented by a program in-
structing relevant hardware. The program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium. When the pro-
gram is run, the steps of the foregoing method embodi-
ments are performed. The foregoing storage medium in-
cludes any medium capable of storing program codes,
such as a ROM, a RAM, a magnetic disk, or an optical
disk.
[0147] Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing em-
bodiments are merely intended for describing the tech-
nical solutions of the present invention rather than limiting
the present invention. Although the present invention is
described in detail with reference to the foregoing em-
bodiments, a person of ordinary skill in the art should
understand that modifications can still be made to the
technical solutions described in the foregoing embodi-
ments, or equivalent replacements can be made to some
technical features in the technical solutions, as long as
such modifications or replacements do not cause the es-
sence of the corresponding technical solutions to depart
from the spirit and scope of the technical solutions of the
embodiments of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for processing streaming media content,
comprising:

Receiving, by a hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, an authentication request
sent by a third party device, performing authen-
tication on the third party device according to
the authentication request, and if the authenti-
cation is successful, sending an authentication
response indicating that the authentication is
successful to the third party device, so as to trig-
ger the third party device to send a first identifier
and content that needs to be processed by the
third party device and corresponds to the first
identifier, wherein the first identifier is an identi-
fier of a media presentation description;
Receiving, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the first identifier and the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier, and
processing the media presentation description
corresponding to the first identifier according to
the content that needs to be processed by the
third party device; and
Performing, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, security processing on the
processed media presentation description, and

sending the media presentation description that
has undergone the security processing to a cli-
ent, so that the client obtains and plays stream-
ing media content corresponding to the media
presentation description that has undergone the
security processing.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the re-
ceiving, by a hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server, an authentication request sent by a third party
device, performing authentication on the third party
device according to the authentication request, and
if the authentication is successful, sending an au-
thentication response indicating that the authentica-
tion is successful to the third party device comprise:

receiving, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the authentication request
sent by the third party device, performing au-
thentication on the third party device according
to the authentication request, and if the authen-
tication is successful, establishing a security
tunnel with the third party device, and sending
the authentication response indicating that the
authentication is successful to the third party de-
vice through the security tunnel.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the re-
ceiving, by the hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server, the first identifier and the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device and corre-
sponds to the first identifier comprises:

receiving, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the first identifier and the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier,
wherein the first identifier and the content are
sent by the third party device through the secu-
rity tunnel.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the performing, by the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server, security processing on
the processed media presentation description, and
sending the media presentation description that has
undergone the security processing to the client com-
prise:

encrypting, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the processed media presen-
tation description according to a pre-configured
key, and sending the encrypted media presen-
tation description to the client; or,
sending, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the processed media presen-
tation description to the client through an Inter-
net protocol security tunnel established between
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the hyper text transfer protocol streaming server
and the client.

5. A method for processing streaming media content,
comprising:

Obtaining, by a third party device, a request
message of a media presentation description,
wherein the request message is sent by a clien,
wherein the request message of the media pres-
entation description comprises a first identifier
and the first identifier is an identifier of the media
presentation description;
Sending, by the third party device, an authenti-
cation request to a hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server according to the request mes-
sage of the media presentation description, and
receiving an authentication response returned
by the hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server; and
Sending, by the third party device, if the received
authentication response is a response indicating
that the authentication is successful, the first
identifier and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device and corresponds to the
first identifier to the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, so that the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server processes the media
presentation description corresponding to the
first identifier according to the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, per-
forms security processing on the processed me-
dia presentation description, and sends the me-
dia presentation description that has undergone
the security processing to the client.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the send-
ing, by the third party device, an authentication re-
quest to a hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server according to the request message of the me-
dia presentation description, and receiving an au-
thentication response returned by the hyper text
transfer protocol streaming server comprise:

sending, by the third party device, the authenti-
cation request to the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server according to the request mes-
sage of the media presentation description; and
if the authentication on the third party device is
successful, establishing, by the third party de-
vice, a security tunnel with the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server, and receiving the au-
thentication response indicating that the authen-
tication is successful through the security tunnel.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the send-
ing, by the third party device, if the received authen-
tication response is a response indicating that the

authentication is successful, the first identifier and
the content that needs to be processed by the third
party device and corresponds to the first identifier to
the hyper text transfer protocol streaming server
comprises:

if the third party device receives the response
indicating that the authentication is successful
through the security tunnel, sending, by the third
party device, the first identifier and the content
that needs to be processed by the third party
device and corresponds to the first identifier to
the hyper text transfer protocol streaming server
through the security tunnel.

8. A method for processing streaming media content,
comprising:

Obtaining, by a third party device, a request
message of a media presentation description
that is sent by a client, and sending an authen-
tication request to a hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server according to the request mes-
sage of the media presentation description; and
Receiving, by the third party device, a first key
that is sent by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processing an obtained encrypted me-
dia presentation description according to the
first key and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device, and sending the proc-
essed media presentation description to the cli-
ent, so that the client obtains and plays stream-
ing media content corresponding to the proc-
essed media presentation description, wherein
the content that needs to be processed by the
third party device is content preset and used for
processing the media presentation description.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the re-
ceiving, by the third party device, a first key that is
sent by the hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server after the authentication is successful,
processing the obtained encrypted media presenta-
tion description according to the first key and content
that needs to be processed by the third party device,
and sending the processed media presentation de-
scription to the client comprise:

receiving, by the third party device, the first key
that is sent by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, decrypting the obtained encrypted me-
dia presentation description according to the
first key, and processing the decrypted media
presentation description according to the con-
tent that needs to be processed by the third party
device; and
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encrypting, by the third party device, the proc-
essed media presentation description according
to the first key, and sending the encrypted media
presentation description to the client.

10. The method according to claim 8, wherein the re-
ceiving, by the third party device, a first key that is
sent by the hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server after the authentication is successful,
processing the obtained encrypted media presenta-
tion description according to the first key and content
that needs to be processed by the third party device,
and sending the processed media presentation de-
scription to the client comprise:

adding, by the third party device, the content that
needs to be added by the third party device to
the end of the media presentation description,
wherein the media presentation description is
the obtained and encrypted media presentation
description, the encrypted media presentation
description is encrypted and obtained by the hy-
per text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to a second key, and the first key is de-
rived from the second key; and
encrypting, by the third party device, the media
presentation description to which the content
has been added, according to the received first
key that is sent by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, and sending the encrypted media pres-
entation description to the client.

11. The method according to claim 8, further comprising:

pre-configuring, by the third party device, a third
key shared with the client, wherein
the receiving, by the third party device, a first
key that is sent by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server after the authentication is suc-
cessful, processing the obtained encrypted me-
dia presentation description according to the
first key and content that needs to be processed
by the third party device, and sending the proc-
essed media presentation description to the cli-
ent comprise:

receiving, by the third party device, the first
key that is sent by the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server after the authen-
tication is successful, decrypting the ob-
tained encrypted media presentation de-
scription according to the first key, and
processing the decrypted media presenta-
tion description according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party
device; and
encrypting, by the third party device, the

processed media presentation description
according to the third key, and sending the
encrypted media presentation description
to the client.

12. A method for processing streaming media content,
comprising:

receiving, by a hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, an authentication request
sent by a third party device, and performing au-
thentication on the third party device; and
sending, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, a first key to the third party
device after the authentication is successful, so
that the third party device processes an obtained
encrypted media presentation description ac-
cording to the first key and content that needs
to be processed by the third party device, and
sends the processed media presentation de-
scription to the client.

13. The method according to claim 12, further compris-
ing:

encrypting, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the media presentation de-
scription according to the first key, and sending
the encrypted media presentation description to
the third party device; or,
encrypting, by the hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server, the media presentation de-
scription according to a second key, and sending
the encrypted media presentation description to
the third party device, wherein the first key is
derived from the second key.

14. The method according to claim 12 or 13, wherein
before the sending, by the hyper text transfer proto-
col streaming server, a first key to the third party
device after the authentication is successful com-
prises:

establishing a security tunnel with the third party
device, and
the sending a first key to the third party device
comprises:

sending an authentication response to the
third party device through the security tun-
nel, wherein the authentication response
carries the first key; or,
sending the first key to the third party device
through the security tunnel.

15. A hyper text transfer protocol streaming server, com-
prising:
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a first transceiver module, adapted to receive an
authentication request sent by a third party de-
vice;
a first authentication module, adapted to per-
form authentication on the third party device ac-
cording to the authentication request received
by the first transceiver module, wherein
the first transceiver module is adapted to: when
the authentication of the first authentication
module is successful, send an authentication re-
sponse indicating that the authentication is suc-
cessful to the third party device, and receive a
first identifier and content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device and corresponds
to the first identifier, wherein the first identifier is
an identifier of a media presentation description;
and
a first processing module, adapted to process
the media presentation description correspond-
ing to the first identifier according to the first iden-
tifier and the content that needs to be processed
by the third party and corresponds to the first
identifier, the first identifier and the content being
received by the first transceiver module, wherein
the first transceiver module is adapted to per-
form security processing on the media presen-
tation description processed by the first process-
ing module, and send the media presentation
description that has undergone the security
processing to a client.

16. The hyper text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to claim 15, further comprising:

a first security tunnel establishing module,
adapted to: if the authentication of the first au-
thentication module is successful, establish a
security tunnel with the third party device,
wherein
the first transceiver module is specifically adapt-
ed to send an authentication response indicating
that the authentication is successful to the third
party device through the security tunnel estab-
lished by the first security tunnel establishing
module, so as to trigger the third party device to
send the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party and
corresponds to the first identifier; and receive,
the first identifier and the content that needs to
be processed by the third party device and cor-
responds to the first identifier through the secu-
rity tunnel.

17. The hyper text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to claim 15 or 16, wherein the first transceiver
module is specifically adapted to encrypt the proc-
essed media presentation description according to
a pre-configured key, and send the encrypted media

presentation description to the client; or,
the first transceiver module is specifically adapted
to send the processed media presentation descrip-
tion to the client through an Internet protocol security
tunnel established between the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server and the client.

18. A third party device, comprising:

a saving module, adapted to save content that
needs to be processed by the third party device;
and
a second transceiver module, adapted to obtain
a request message of a media presentation de-
scription that is sent by a client, wherein the re-
quest message of the media presentation de-
scription comprises a first identifier and the first
identifier is an identifier of the media presenta-
tion description; send an authentication request
to a hyper text transfer protocol streaming server
according to the request message of the media
presentation description, and receive an au-
thentication response returned by the hyper text
transfer protocol streaming server; and if the re-
ceived authentication response is a response
indicating that the authentication is successful,
send the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device,
saved by the saving module, and corresponding
to the first identifier to the hyper text transfer
protocol streaming server, so that the hyper text
transfer protocol streaming server processes
the media presentation description correspond-
ing to the first identifier according to the content
that needs to be processed by the third party
device, performs security processing on the
processed media presentation description, and
sends the media presentation description that
has undergone the security processing to the
client.

19. The third party device according to claim 18, further
comprising:

a second security tunnel establishing module,
adapted to: if the authentication on the third party
device is successful, establish a security tunnel
with the hyper text transfer protocol streaming
server, wherein
the second transceiver module is specifically
adapted to receive an authentication response
indicating that the authentication is successful
through the security tunnel established by the
second security tunnel establishing module, and
send the first identifier and the content that
needs to be processed by the third party device
and corresponds to the first identifier to the hyper
text transfer protocol streaming server through
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the security tunnel.

20. A third party device, comprising:

a third transceiver module, adapted to obtain a
request message of a media presentation de-
scription that is sent by a client, send an authen-
tication request to a hyper text transfer protocol
streaming server according to the request mes-
sage of the media presentation description, and
receive a first key that is sent by the hyper text
transfer protocol streaming server after the au-
thentication is successful; and
a second processing module, adapted to proc-
ess an obtained encrypted media presentation
description according to the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device and
the first key received by the third transceiver
module, and send the processed media presen-
tation description to the client, so that the client
obtains and plays streaming media content cor-
responding to the processed media presenta-
tion description, wherein the content that needs
to be processed by the third party device is con-
tent preset and used for processing the media
presentation description.

21. The third party device according to claim 20, wherein
the second processing module comprises:

a first processing unit, adapted to decrypt the
obtained encrypted media presentation descrip-
tion according to the first key, and process the
decrypted media presentation description ac-
cording to the content that needs to be proc-
essed by the third party device; and
a first encryption and sending unit, adapted to
encrypt, according to the first key, the media
presentation description processed by the sec-
ond processing unit, and send the encrypted
media presentation description to the client.

22. The third party device according to claim 20, wherein
the second processing module comprises:

a second processing unit, adapted to add con-
tent that needs to be added by the third party
device to the end of the media presentation de-
scription, wherein the media presentation de-
scription is the obtained and encrypted media
presentation description, the encrypted media
presentation description is encrypted and ob-
tained by the hyper text transfer protocol stream-
ing server according to a second key, and the
first key is derived from the second key; and
a second encryption and sending unit, adapted
to encrypt the media presentation description to
which the content has been added, according

to the received first key that is sent by the hyper
text transfer protocol streaming server after the
authentication is successful, and send the en-
crypted media presentation description to the
client.

23. The third party device according to claim 20, further
comprising:

a configuration module, adapted to pre-config-
ure a third key shared with the client, wherein
the second processing module comprises:

a third processing unit, adapted to decrypt
the obtained encrypted media presentation
description according to the first key, and
process the decrypted media presentation
description according to the content that
needs to be processed by the third party
device; and
a third encryption and sending unit, adapted
to: encrypt the processed media presenta-
tion description according to the third key,
and send the encrypted media presentation
description to the client.

24. A hyper text transfer protocol streaming server, com-
prising:

a fourth transceiver module, adapted to receive
an authentication request sent by a third party
device; and
a second authentication module, adapted to per-
form authentication on the third party device,
wherein
the fourth transceiver module is adapted to send
a first key to the third party device after the au-
thentication of the second authentication mod-
ule is successful, so that the third party device
processes an obtained encrypted media pres-
entation description according to the first key
and content that needs to be processed by the
third party device, and sends the processed me-
dia presentation description to the client.

25. The hyper text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to claim 24, further comprising:

an encryption module, adapted to encrypt the
media presentation description according to the
first key; or,
the encryption module, adapted to encrypt the
media presentation description according to a
second key, wherein the first key is derived from
the second key.

26. The hyper text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to claim 25, wherein the fourth transceiver
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module is further adapted to send the encrypted me-
dia presentation description to the third party device.

27. The hyper text transfer protocol streaming server ac-
cording to any one of claims 24 to 26, further com-
prising: a third security tunnel establishing module,
adapted to establish a security tunnel with the third
party device after the authentication is successful,
wherein
the fourth transceiver module is specifically adapted
to: after the authentication is successful, send an
authentication response to the third party device
through the security tunnel established by the third
security tunnel establishing module, wherein the au-
thentication response carries the first key; or,
the fourth transceiver module is specifically adapted
to: after the authentication is successful, send the
first key to the third party device through the security
tunnel established by the third security tunnel estab-
lishing module.
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